**SIGOPS WOW SLIDE**

- **SOSP13 to be completely open access**
  - Strong sentiment at SOSP11 business meeting for authors retaining copyright and open access to papers
  - With Yannis Ioannidis from SIGMOD went to Publications Board to propose/discuss changes
  - Organized SIGOPS community (ACM Fellows, Program Chairs etc) to give input
  - SOSP13 authors are signing permission and release;
  - SIGOPS paying open access fees
  - SOSP natural match – single tracked, relatively few papers, substantially lower registration fees than sister conference OSDI, strong community support

- **Still concerns about videos of presentations**
  - Strong sentiment at SOSP11 business meeting for authors retaining copyright and open access to papers
  - Agreement that video of presentations of open access papers will also be open access in DL or through ACM YouTube Channel
  - Prefer Creative Commons license through videographer
Models for interacting with regional chapter are messy
  - Regional conferences successful and growing in number and quality
  - Eurosys: SIGOPS sponsors conference but returns profits to regional organization, arrangement where Eurosys members automatically become SIGOPS members but often people see problems with dual membership numbers, confusing renewal notices, etc.
  - APSys: SIGOPS is just in-cooperation, no arrangement for membership, paperwork often late
  - Systor: Just became a sponsored venue, originally sponsored by IBM

Goal:
  - Clearer model for regional SIG chapters